sang noir
EB 16.4 VEYRON
I often think that the night is more alive and more richly coloured than the day.

VINCENT VAN GOGH
The EB 16.4 Veyron Sang Noir is a special edition, created for the true automotive connoisseur. Revealing a darker side to the Bugatti. While its entirely black exterior may initially appear subdued, upon closer inspection it becomes clear that a select number of visual accents make this special Veyron just as vividly coloured as its brighter counterparts.
Similar to its thoroughbred predecessor, the Type 57 Atlantic, the EB 16.4 Veyron Sang Noir exposes a raptor-like DNA that is reflected throughout the entire model history of the marque. This is a Veyron created for the owner who appreciates the synergy between past and present.
Even the hand-stitched, all-leather interior of the EB 16.4 Veyron Sang Noir plays on the theme of a ‘harmony of extremes’. The light and confident Tangerine is offset by a black piano lacquer finished centre console; both available exclusively to this edition. Although this combination was selected specifically by Bugatti Design, any other colour within the Bugatti interior range may be chosen, offering the possibility to make this special car even more unique.
A dominant black-tinted carbon fibre monocoque joins the elegant black body sides, which in turn are complemented by polished details, intriguingly highlighting some of the most striking features of the EB 16.4 Veyron Sang Noir.

The face of the EB 16.4 Veyron Sang Noir is instantly recognisable due to the iconic horseshoe grill, finished exclusively in chrome on this very special Veyron. A further assertive characteristic of this automotive sculpture.
This striking and unparalleled harmony between luxury and sportiness is complemented by alloy-coloured details in the form of the chromed Bugatti grill and door-mirrors, as well as polished wheel surfaces and roof-rails.

All-black front lights, air intakes, filler caps and door-handles naturally heighten the stunning effect of the racing-blue brake callipers and EB logo.
With this unexpected uni-coloured body side, Bugatti has created a version of the Veyron that displays a generous volume combined with refined surfaces. A perfect balance seldom seen in such a high-performance supercar.

The EB 16.4 Veyron Sang Noir thus represents a unique showcase of this recognised supercar. Forceful yet functional details, such as the side and roof air intakes, are visually blanked-off to smoothen the car’s powerful lines. With this unexpected uni-coloured body side, Bugatti has created a version of the Veyron that displays a generous volume combined with refined surfaces. A perfect balance seldom seen in such a high-performance supercar.